
USING NEWSPAPERS FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH

A recent study revealed insights about how academic researchers use newspapers in their scholarly publications, and
the widespread impact.

When writing about Republican and Democratic voting patterns on stem cells, science reports from a general
interest magazine like Newsweek might be considered sufficiently authoritative. See Why Cite? Why are
newspapers valuable for scholarly public health research? When critics highlight the same element of the text
that you focus on, for instance the ending of a play, the entrance to a building, the color scheme in a movie ,
their attention can serve as evidence that the component is significant, even as you use your paper to argue for
a different interpretation. According to Prof. Scholarly sources are those that have been approved by a group
with recognized expertise in the field under discussion. Every source must be questioned for its stake in the
material. It is also because they are able to provide quickly, and in a usable format, the information journalists
need when covering public health issues; that is, the magnitude of impact and what actions will be taken. For
this audience, your sources must have stronger science credentials, must generally be working scientists, not
journalists. The overall results of Prof. The New York Post is notoriously inflammatory, for instance, and also
seems to love television shows broadcast on the Fox network owned by the same company. Although that may
seem self-evident, such evidence can be surprisingly helpful when developing an argument, especially for
articulating the research problem of your essay. Sources of Opinion, Whether Fair or Biased Depending on the
research context, you may have sources that are not as reliable as scholarly sources but that still add texture or
authority to your argument. In a narrow sense, every other source could be called a popular source. What are
Scholarly Sources? Newspapers are not scholarly sources, but some would not properly be termed popular,
either. Her loves include libraries, literacy and researching extraordinary stories related to the arts and
humanities. Delve into some unexpected findings on the impact of newspapers in academic research topics
like public health by Courtney Suciu A recent study revealed insights about how academic researchers use
newspapers in their scholarly publications, and the widespread impact of newspaper citations in scholarly
journals. If you use sources for facts or ideas in your writing, some research projects will demand that you rely
heavily if not exclusively on scholarly sources. It is essential for successful public health studies at every
level, from undergraduate research projects to peer-reviewed scholarly articles published in academic journals,
as we discovered from Prof. Depending on the research context, some projects will permit a mix of scholarly
and popular sources. On issues of fact, major mainstream magazines such as Newsweek and Time are also
generally reliable. In the sciences, studies done by interested parties would normally not be accepted
uncritically such as pollution studies commissioned by chemical companies. But when you write about stem
cells for a Biomedical Engineering class, your teachers and classmates are considered more expert than the
average non-scientist reader. So why would newspapers, and The New York Times in particular, be a valuable
resource for authors of academic journal articles in this subject area? Finally, almost any source can be used as
evidence that someone believes the idea you quote. But you should take special care when doing research on
the Internet; see Special Demands of Internet Sources for more information. Scholarly sources are not
infallible, but their publication process includes many steps for verifying facts, for reducing political bias, and
for identifying conflicts of interest for instance, for informing readers when a drug company has funded
research on its own product. To understand this difference, it may help to recognize that when you write for a
departmental class, you are writing for an audience more expert than the common reader. Books published by
University Presses fall into this category, as do articles published in peer-reviewed journalsâ€”journals where
the editors send pieces out to be read by experts in the field before deciding to publish them. He also analyzed
the subject areas of these publications, and how often journal articles that cited these newspapers were cited in
other scholarly articles. See Databases for more information. But a trade paperback issued by a major
publisher may be sufficient. Meyer looked at were cited in scholarly articles about nursing, public health,
pediatrics, general medicine and other related topics.


